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SPECTRAL WHISPERS. 
 
Over the past decades we have witnessed the radical dissection of art - it 
has been taken to pieces, everything that once was considered to be 
essential has been removed. Yet art survives, stronger and more powerful 
than ever. It has been tested, diagnosed and regenerated. Aleschija Seibt 
has engaged in the process of rethinking and reclamation of art „...after 
the end of art“ (Arthur Danto). 
From her early sculpture with materials found in nature, and immaterial, 
spectral cut-out drawings, she worked towards states and phenomena where 
material, expression, emotion and self is reduced to a whisper. 
What the viewer experiences and sees is that: 
„There is no such thing as an empty space or an empty time. There is 
always something to see, something to hear. In fact, try as we may to make 
a silence, we cannot. (John Cage) 
 
Prof. Toon Verhoef



six lines / 2015 / inked buttermilk on window pane / 350 x 700 / Goethe - Institut, Paris
A window pane is made opaque in the exhibition space by using 
buttermilk, creating the look of frosted glass. During the application, 
a narrow horizontal gap (ca. 1 cm) is being left out. By taking away the 
otherwise unhindered view, the observer can only guess what is behind 
the milky pane. The remaining gap gives him an opportunity to explore 
the space behind the pane. Expectations might arise that are not met 
with anything in particular. A gaze that goes through the window pane 
only falls on everyday scenes.





motion study (curtain) / 2015 / linen fabric /1300 x 345 cm / Institut francais, Stuttgart
Fabric panels are arranged in the exhibition space for building a room 
within a room. In order to be movable the panels are attached with 
small rolls on a curtain rail. The fabric can be touched and moved by 
the observer, thus making interactivity possible. Gaps will be occur and 
vanish. Thereby the form of the at work is constantly changing.





choreography of 5 possibilities / 2015 / linen fabric / 790 x 360 cm / SSBA Salon, Amsterdam
Fabric panels of different lengths are installed in the exhibition space.  
Their arrangement creates various views. Every day (during the period 
of the exhibition) the panels will be recomposed. This change allows the 
observer to discover varying views and create a sort of  “choreography”.





untitled / 2015 / paper strips / 350 x 700 cm / Neuer Kunstverein Aschaffenburg
Paper stripes (2 cm) creates the impression of a dense curtain. 
The viewer is confronted with the decision to pass the construction or to 
choose an alternative route through the exhibition. In case of passing the 
curtain, the paper will began to make sounds and rustle. 
Due to the movement of the spectator,  the paper stripes will change 
after a while and thereby the motion is transferred to the material.





weather studies / 2014 / inked buttermilk on window pane / 300 x 450 cm / 
Ride on Projects, Karlsruhe

Tinted buttermilk is applied on the outside of a window pane, so that 
looking through is impossible. The surface of the applied buttermilk is 
left to the weather and thus it is changing over time. As time goes by, 
different structures are formed in the organic material. Points, cracks 
and streaks develop which can be interpreted as abstract pictograms. 
Thus, the work is situated in an ongoing process which can produce 
new structures over again. The artistic process is ceded to the weather 
whereby questions regarding the authorship are a newly asked.





HinkePinke / 2015 / inked buttermilk on window pane / circa 1050 x 900 cm / 
Institut francais, Stuttgart

A white, almost transparent coloration, shaped like a ornament, is 
covering a window.
Their chromaticity is the result of the application of tinted buttermilk.
As certain areas of the view are covered, a movement of the recipients 
is required in order to capture the scene behind it. Thereby, the usual 
viewing habits are broken and get a new rhythm. The shape of the work 
is modelled after a children’s game that is known and played worldwide 
and in German is referred to as “Hinkelkasten” or “Hinkepinke” 
(Hopscotch in English). It involves jumping from one square to another in 
a set order.





HinkePinke / inked buttermilk on tiles / 2014 / 130 square meter / 
Le corridor, Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris

A white, almost transparent coloration, shaped like a ornament, is 
covering the entire floor area of the exhibition space. Their chromaticity 
is the result of the application of tinted buttermilk. The shape of 
the work is modelled after a children’s game that is known and 
played worldwide and in German is referred to as “Hinkelkasten” or 
“Hinkepinke” (Hopscotch in English). It involves jumping from one square 
to another in a set order. The floor becomes a stage and the viewer 
an active part of the artwork because he can’t evade it. A decision is 
required if one should step on the white areas or avoid to touch them. 
However the squares are being tread on, it translates onto the material. 
With time, it is dissipated and thus documents the viewer’s actions in its 
different stages of dissolution.





rainwater (Stuttgart) / 2016 / frozen rainwater / diameter 80 cm / Offspace Ameisenberg, Stuttgart

The installation consists of several layers of ice cubes, which are made 
of locally collected rainwater. Depending on the surrounding space, 
the artworks form changes faster or slower. The installation turns into 
several puddles which are moving around and melting away, in the end. 
The water is supposed to be the performer. For a short while, the natural 
water cycle has been literally frozen. But the setting won`t last for ever 
and disappears.





layer / 2016 / clay / 330 x 430 cm / Baumwollspinnerei, Leipzig

The grey-white clay plate covers the ground like a second layer. Clay 
breaks when it dries in the air. Because of its materality, cracks are 
being formed. With the ‚assistance‘ of the visitor, the clay plate is going 
to change much more. ‚Hieroglyphics of the Movement‘ will remain.





choreography of traces / 2016 / abrasion of clothes / 250 x 320 cm / Baumwollspinnerei, Leipzig

Traces of clothes can develop, when people lean against the white wall. 
This incidental event is the beginning of a “wall painting” which is made 
out of the abrasion of clothes. The result is a immaterial tapestry, which 
highlights inconspicuous daily live traces.




